Similar early clinical presentations in familial and non-familial frontotemporal dementia


Background: It is unclear whether there are early clinical features that can distinguish between patients with familial and non-familial frontotemporal dementia (FTD).

Objective: To compare the clinical features of FTD cases who have tau gene mutations with those of cases with a family history of FTD but no tau gene mutation, and with sporadic cases with neither feature.

Methods and results: Comparisons of the behavioural, cognitive, and motor features in 32 FTD patients (five positive for tau gene mutations, nine familial but tau negative, and 18 tau negative sporadic) showed that age of onset and duration to diagnosis did not differ between the groups. Apathy was not observed in tau mutation positive cases, and dysexecutive signs were more frequent in familial tau mutation negative cases. Memory deficits and behavioural changes were common in all groups.

Conclusions: In comparison with other neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, neither tau gene mutations nor strong familial associations confer earlier disease susceptibility.

Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) is the second most common form of early onset dementia after Alzheimer’s disease and accounts for up to 20% of all cases in the under-65s. It is characterised by gross frontotemporal atrophy with variable underlying histopathology. Up to 45% of all FTD cases show a familial pattern of inheritance, with mutations in the tau gene on chromosome 17 associated with the disease. Studies have also shown linkage to chromosomes 3 and 9. Clinically FTD is characterised by progressive changes in behaviour and personality, or progressive aphasia. On neuropsychological tests, FTD patients show executive dysfunction that is disproportionate compared with other cognitive domains such as memory or visuoconstructive abilities.

Cases with familial FTD can present with various extra-pyramidal disorders in addition to behavioural changes. While this suggests that familial FTD may differ clinically from sporadic FTD, a recent study reported identical clinical presentations in 22 FTD families, half with tau gene mutations. In familial Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, there is a significant shift to an earlier age of onset, and often a more rapid progression of disease. For FTD, the genetic contribution to the clinical presentation, age of onset, and rate of progression remains unclear.

In this study, we compared the clinical features of FTD cases who had tau gene mutations with those of cases with a family history of FTD but no tau gene mutation, and with sporadic cases with neither of these features.

Methods

The majority of FTD cases (26 of 32, 80%) were recruited from specialist tertiary referral dementia clinics in Cambridge and Sydney, and the remainder from case referral. Recruitment for research was approved by the human ethics committee of the University of Sydney and the Addenbrooke’s Hospital local ethics committee. Patients were examined clinically by experienced geriatricians or behavioural neurologists, had their cognitive function assessed, and were selected for inclusion using the Lund and Manchester criteria for FTD. Fourteen affected probands with autosomal dominant FTD (two or more affected individuals over two generations) and 18 apparent sporadic FTD cases (seven from Australia, 11 from Cambridge) were selected. Sporadic FTD cases were selected on the basis of an informative, but negative, family history; both parents had lived beyond 60 with no evidence of dementia and no other affected family members. All cases, familial or sporadic, were screened for tau mutations as previously reported.

Patients were allocated to one of three groups:

- patients with an identified tau gene mutation (tau mutation positive cases);
- patients with a positive family history but without an identified tau gene mutation (familial tau mutation negative cases);
- non-familial, tau negative, clinically diagnosed FTD patients (sporadic cases).

Ten cases died during the study period, and neuropathology was available on nine (two tau mutation positive, five familial tau mutation negative, and two sporadic), confirming FTD in all cases (table 1).

For each patient, a retrospective analysis of clinical characteristics within 12 months of initial presentation was assessed from the available information (comprehensive medical files were available and in most instances contained interview notes with patient, neuropsychological test results, and informant interview). These included age of onset, duration between onset of symptoms and diagnosis, and presence of behavioural, cognitive, or motor changes. For many cases information from either a behavioural questionnaire developed in Cambridge or the neuropsychiatric inventory (NP) were available. Behavioural changes comprised major disinhibition, impulsivity, stereotypical behaviours, or change in eating patterns. Apathy was recorded as a separate feature. Cognitive changes included dysexecutive symptoms (for example, poor planning and organisational skills or concreteness of ideation), impaired memory (impaired new learning or temporal disorientation), and language deficits (fluent or non-fluent type). Motor symptoms included extrapyramidal features and apraxia.

When relevant, age of death and disease duration were also recorded.
Non-parametric Kruskall–Wallis tests were used to determine differences between groups in age and durations, and χ² tests to determine differences in the clinical features. The level of significance was set at p<0.05.

RESULTS
Demographic and clinical information for the three case groups is given in table 1. There were no significant differences between the FTD groups in age of onset or time between disease onset and diagnosis ascertainment (table 1). For the cases coming to necropsy, disease duration averaged nine years but was very variable in the familial tau mutation negative group, ranging from one to 13 years.

At presentation, motor signs were infrequent and behavioural changes were very common in all three FTD groups (table 1). Apathy was not present in the tau mutation negative group but was commonly reported in the familial tau mutation positive group. Although not regarded as a hallmark of FTD, memory deficits in tau mutation positive cases as opposed to familial tau mutation negative FTD cases. This may be because comparisons were made with longstanding executive deficits in tau mutation positive cases as opposed to emerging executive deficits in familial tau mutation negative cases. In contrast, schizophreniform symptoms in association with frontal features have been described in only one family with a tau gene mutation showing amygdala involvement.

DISCUSSION
Our most surprising finding was the lack of significant difference in age of disease onset between cases with familial and sporadic FTD, and between the tau mutation positive and tau mutation negative familial cases, although the range of ages and duration of symptoms is greater for tau mutation negative and sporadic cases. This contrasts dramatically with the earlier age of onset and more rapid disease progression observed in familial Alzheimer’s disease. Similar mean ages of disease onset (and ranges) have been reported before in well defined familial and sporadic FTD groups. These findings suggest that one or more genes could influence the age of disease onset and the duration of illness in these different FTD groups. In tau positive FTD cases, the genetic contribution is mostly through the tau gene mutation. In the other FTD cases, the effect may possibly be oligogenic, in that a small number of risk factor alleles, on several genes, may show convergence and produce a similar effect. These alleles would remain individually neither necessary nor sufficient for the development of the disease and therefore would not show linkage to other loci. In all FTD cases, the variation in disease onset and duration would reflect the dose effect and contribution of these alleles to the disease. The larger ranges of age of onset and duration of symptoms to diagnosis observed in the familial tau mutation negative and sporadic FTD groups in this study, as well as in tau positive families affected by the same mutation, would give support to this position. In all instances, additional environmental contributions cannot be discounted.

The lack of differences in age of disease onset and duration of symptoms before diagnosis in our study is unlikely to be explained by group sizes. Recent studies on familial (tau mutation positive or other familial) and sporadic FTD have reported very similar ranges of onset and durations, and a wide variability both within and between tau positive families affected by the same gene mutation. For our dataset, power calculations indicated that our group sizes gave us 82–88% power to detect a between-group difference in onset age that was half the size reported for other familial dementias. The genetic contribution to the onset and course of the disease may be more potent in FTD than in Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease, as the average onset for FTD was before 60, whereas the majority of other neurodegenerative diseases has an average onset after 60 (but see other reports).

Clinical features expected to differentiate the tau mutation positive FTD group were not observed in our cohort. In particular, extrapyramidal signs were rare in all FTD groups. Although not regarded as a hallmark of FTD, memory disturbance was common, as recently reported. Prominent behavioural change was by far the most common clinical presentation for all FTD cases, possibly reflecting the selection criteria for this study. We found that dysexecutive symptoms were a more common presenting feature in familial tau mutation negative FTD cases. This may be because comparisons were made with longstanding executive deficits in tau mutation positive cases as opposed to emerging executive deficits in familial tau mutation negative cases. In contrast, schizophreniform symptoms in association with frontal features have been described in only one family with a tau gene mutation showing amygdala involvement.

Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics at presentation for the tau mutation positive, familial tau mutation negative, and sporadic FTD patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic information</th>
<th>Tau mutation positive† (n = 5)</th>
<th>Familial tau mutation negative (n = 9)</th>
<th>Sporadic (n = 18)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (F/M)</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>5/4</td>
<td>4/14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age of onset (years)††</td>
<td>50 (4,8), 43 to 55</td>
<td>57 (8,5), 44 to 71</td>
<td>52 (10), 33 to 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom duration to diagnosis (years)††</td>
<td>1.4 (0,3), 1 to 2</td>
<td>3.7 (3,2), 1 to 10</td>
<td>4.1 (3,0), 1 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deceased</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symptom presentations (n %)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour</td>
<td>5 (100)</td>
<td>8 (89)</td>
<td>12 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apathy</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>7 (78)</td>
<td>10 (56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dysexecutive</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>7 (87)</td>
<td>6 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>8 (44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>3 (60)</td>
<td>7 (78)</td>
<td>7 (39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apraxia</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extrapyramidal</td>
<td>1 (20)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>3 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major psychiatric disorder</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>6 (33)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mutations identified were all within or flanking exon 10: S305S, P301L (unpublished), T198N, P198L, P301L (unpublished), P301L, P301I (unpublished), 10-16 (unpublished), 10-19, and 10-29.
††Values are mean (SD), range.
†Non-significant differences between groups.
$Information not available for one case.
The pattern of clinical features did not vary after considering the source of the cases (Australia versus the UK), or after applying more stringent selection criteria for the familial tau negative cases (that is, three instead of two members over two generations).

This study shows that the clinical expression of FTD is relatively uniform early in the disease process, with some exceptions, despite clearly identified different underlying biological correlates. Different genetic mechanisms could explain this convergence in the clinical presentation across groups. These findings warrant further examination of larger FTD cohorts for a better understanding of the clinical expression of the various forms of this disease as well as their associated genetic processes.
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